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ABSTRACT 

The technology availability and hype of virtual reality has intersected as of 2016, bringing a lot of 

attention to virtual reality (VR) games. The research into this technology has been ongoing since 

its early exploration in the 1970’s. Methods have been created to try to understand and predict 

what causes phenomena such as motion and simulator sickness in the human computer interaction 

devices. Heuristics have been developed to aid the design these applications and to avoid such 

discomforting circumstances. Concepts and their continued exploration have been growing to 

improve the experience of virtual reality technology and continue the expanding imagination of 

what is capable with this technology. All the tools are available to create highly immersive virtual 

experiences, but it is up to the interpretant, the user to decide how believable, immersive and 

enjoyable these experiences are. By conducting an interview study on a part of the VR gaming 

community, more can be understood about the success and failure of immersive design by 

exploring the experiences of certain highly immersive games. This study takes the opportunity to 

listen to gamers as a means of highlighting significant key challenges and characteristics creating 

immersive VR games. By evaluating transcripts via thematic analysis, themes were created to 

understand and categorize the various aspects that are most important to the immersion and 

embodiment in VR games. This study and themes drawn from it reflect on the experiences and 

feelings of experienced VR gamers in the context of role-playing games. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

 There were twenty-million virtual reality headsets sold worldwide from the years of 2017 

through 2019. [1] As virtual reality has rapidly increased in popularity; game studios have shown 

reluctance to seize the opportunity due to various risks. There may be misconceptions caused by 

the high expectations for the technology of new users clashing with a fear of investment from game 

studios into virtual reality content. Shedding light on the attitudes and feelings of VR experiences 

can provide insight into the perception of users and their values regarding the interpretation of 

virtual reality. The experiences and interpretations of virtual reality hold significance to the design 

of immersivity in artificial environments. By interviewing a wide range of VR users at various 

stages of technology adoption, paired with a thematic analysis, implications may be revealed about 

the design and adoption of virtual reality.  

 Despite virtual reality (VR) gaming being limited to a niche audience, it still has a high 

demand for games. This has led the market to be dominated by low budget independent game 

studios that are willing to take the risk to meet those demands. Due to the low budget of these 

studios, most of the content being created does not have the available budget to conduct usability 

evaluations with their potential users. This leads to many VR games coming out with potential 

usability issues due to a lack of proper evaluation or standard practices in place. The only 

references these developers have for interaction design are titles shipped by other studios. The 

design of many of the necessary core mechanics of these games are still active discussions at 

gatherings such as the Game Developers Conference. With game developers coming into the field 

of VR with limited knowledge, limited best practices, and only a small population of users testing 

this technology and the minimal content that has been created, it becomes difficult for these 

developers to be confident in the usability of the content they are creating. While massive amounts 

of quantitative experiments are being conducted by many engineering related fields at conferences 

like IEEE VR, the progression of the potential technological implications of VR expands, while 

many other scholars investigating VR through qualitative lenses cannot come to a consensus on 

heuristics and evaluation methods that apply to the wide range of VR applications. In addition to 

that, many of these methods were proposed from 1980-2004, during times which the most 
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prevalent VR devices were prototypes or CAVE systems which provide an entirely different VR 

experience than the consumer VR products seen in 2016. The heuristics proposed by Sutcliffe and 

Gault in 2004 are based on these more primitive forms of VR, while other methods for evaluation 

that are available only provide questionnaires. These include the System Usability Scale (SUS) 

developed by John Brooke in 1986 and the VRUSE developed by Kalawsky in 1999. Despite their 

continued usage, they do not provide in depth explorations into the nature of potential usability 

issues. For these reasons, it is important to conduct more usability evaluations and collect more 

qualitative data using a network of usability evaluation methods and techniques and to evaluate 

how appropriate these proposed methods are by applying and adapting them. This qualitative data 

can then be interpreted and synthesized into information that will be useful for the designers and 

developers of VR applications. The contributions of this research include design implications for 

the core mechanics of VR games that are informed by a thorough usability evaluation of a subset 

of VR games, and a modified method for conducting usability evaluations of VR games. This 

usability evaluation will provide an opportunity to consider how appropriate the methods are for 

evaluating usability of VR games and how effective they are in identifying usability issues.  

1.2 Research Questions 

RQ #1: What are players’ perspectives on the feeling of embodiment in story-driven VR games? 

 

 RQ #1.1: What common elements make a VR game more enjoyable or immersive? 

1.3 Significance 

 The purpose of this study is to explore the way in which immersive virtual reality is 

perceived in order to inform design decisions when building immersive environments and creating 

compelling virtual experiences. Applying schools of thought about the perception of reality and 

psychology of behavior can guide decision-making and highlight important values associated with 

improving the immersivity of virtual experiences. By conducting semi-structured interviews of the 

VR experience, insight can be gathered about the perception of virtual experiences by allowing the 

players to tell their story, describe their feelings and be given the opportunity to influence the 

design of future virtual reality. This user account of descriptive data can be comprehended by 
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understanding the symbolic nature of virtual realities and what happens when expectations are 

challenged, and representations are denoted meaning. Exploration and interaction with 

environments could understood by anticipating connotations that objects have in different 

contexts. Investigating the stories of users’ recounting their experiences with the technology can 

provide insightful data about the psychological, phenomenological, and technological functions of 

immersive experiences. 

 The significance of this study is that new and excited users may have high expectations 

and could be met with poor experiences, tainting their attitudes toward technology and the 

capabilities of VR, especially if such experience results in outcomes such as motion sickness. By 

conducting semi-structured interviews with people who have at least some exposure to VR can 

provide an insightful dataset into the attitudes and feelings of real people experiences of immersive 

virtual reality. Design implications may emerge as a result of data analysis, but the emergent 

themes will be left up the to the natural thematic analysis process, allowing for deeper evaluation 

of the mechanisms of immersive experiences in VR games. With an already niche audience, and 

high upfront costs, there is an even greater risk to not ‘poison the watering hole’ so to speak, 

meaning when a user has a bad experience with VR for their first time, they may give up on the 

medium altogether. These drastic reactions are mostly due to instances of motion or simulator 

sickness. While this is a more documented and obvious problem to avoid, this tainting can still 

take effect from poor usability, unintuitive control schemes, and bland experiences. This research 

will be significant to any designers and developers of VR games, providing an evaluation of 

popular gameplay mechanics, and framework for creating enjoyable, intuitive and immersive 

experiences. Having outlined the significance of the problem, who it effects, and how it will be 

addressed, the scope of this research will now be discussed. 

 Other qualitative studies have investigated the player experience for VR early after the 

release of affordable high-quality virtual reality hardware. By investigating a qualitative content 

analysis using cognitive media theory and thereby creating a “framework for discussing VR player 

experience as significantly structured by patiency (cf. agency), with VR experiences eliciting self-

directed affect, and thereby somewhat unintentionally engaging the player's body as a site for 

feedback”.  

“Furthermore, the long-term effects of immersion in VR remain largely unknown, and very few 

studies have investigated the effects of VR on children.  It can thus be taken as imperative that 
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researchers and scholars within the humanities and social sciences lay groundwork for the 

extrapolation of presence research, clinical VR research, as well as media influence and effects 

research into the nascent domain of VR-as-mainstream gaming apparatus.” (Murphy, 1) 

1.4 Scope 

 The objective of this study is to research the experiences of virtual reality gamers and apply 

concepts from psychology, perception and semiotics to analyze the perception of immersion in VR 

games and VR entertainment. The concepts intended to be explored include embodiment, 

immersion, and presence. Embodied cognition is the theory that parts of cognition are shaped by 

every aspect of the body, and the benefits of this cognition apply when the body schema is accepted 

in virtual reality. Immersion is related to the stimulation of the senses, primarily visual, in which 

the immersed are encompassed in visual and auditory content related to a virtual context. Presence 

is a matter of tricking the viewer to believe an illusion, that they really are somewhere else. In 

order to achieve such a feat, the immersed viewer may be engrossed in the environment, a character 

development, or a fictitious consequence like that of a cliff or sword, and they may find themselves 

unaware of their true surroundings, gripped by an entirely virtual scenario. In order to go beyond 

the standard hardware and software requirements that establish immersion in a virtual environment, 

game designers utilize graphical technologies to create visually stunning environments, writers 

create characters and backstory and dialogue to provide depth of meaning to the world on display. 

All of these efforts are to provide an immersive experience that affords a sense of presence for the 

player. Visual fidelity, interactivity, authenticity, and many other factors are involved in the 

scrutiny of representation. It is a matter of observing and learning about these factors so that they 

can be properly addressed without overcompensating on the investment into simulating artificial 

realities. The benefits of this data collection could include a better understanding of the 

phenomenon of presence and how perception and attitude impact this phenomenon. 

1.5 Definitions 

1. Virtual Reality – (Jonathan Steuer) “Virtual Reality is electronic simulations of 

environments experienced via head-mounted eye goggles and wired clothing enabling 
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the end user to interact in realistic three-dimensional situations.” (Coates, 1992) 

Program from Invisible site 

2. Virtual Environment – refers to alternate worlds filled with computer-generated images 

that respond to human movements (Greenbaum, 1992) that can be accessed with 

consumer grade full virtual reality hardware systems. 

3. Full VR hardware systems – consists of a head-mounted display with six degrees of 

freedom including translational movement and rotational movement across all three 

axes of three-dimensional space, hand-controllers that share the tracking mechanisms 

for six-degrees of freedom, and an infrared or optical tracking system. 

4. Affordance – ‘the perceived and actual properties of the thing, primarily those 

fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used’ 

(Norman, 1988) action opportunities available in the environment through its 

perceived and actual properties 

5. Navigation – refers to the method of movement, or transportation through a virtual 

environment as well as users’ ability to maintain orientation within the virtual 

environment. 

6. Immersion – the sensation of being surrounded by a completely other reality, as 

different as water is from air, that takes over all our attention, our whole perceptual 

apparatus, and participating in the things that the new environment makes possible 

(McMahan, 2003) 

7. Presence – the feeling of being there (widely accepted definition) – The sense of being 

in an environment generated by the input from some or all sensory channels, as well as 

more mindful attentional, perceptual, and other mental processes that assimilate 

incoming sensory data with current concerns and past experiences (Gibson, 1966) 

8. Telepresence – the experience of presence in an environment by means of a 

communication medium (Steuer, 1992) 

9. Vividness – the ability of a technology to produce a sensorially rich mediated 

environment. (Steuer, 1992) does not refer to resembling objects in the real world 

10. Interactivity – the degree to which users of a medium can influence the form or content 

of the mediated environment. The properties of interactivity include: speed, the rate at 

which input can be assimilated in the mediated environment; range, which refers to the 
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number of possibilities for action at any given time; and mapping, which refers to the 

ability of a system to map its controls to changes in the mediated environment in a 

natural and predictable manner (Steuer, 1992) 

11. Engagement – “willing suspension of disbelief” (Coleridge, 1817) a primarily 

emotional state with cognitive components that enables emotional responses as a result 

of viewing actions, where we feel for and with the character (including ourselves as 

characters) (Laurel, 1991) 

12. Flow – a state in which an individual is completely immersed in an activity without 

reflective self-consciousness but with a deep sense of control (Sweetser, 2005), fully 

immersed and engaged in the process of an activity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) 

1.6 Assumptions 

 In the pursuit of creating immersive worlds for games, there has never been a greater 

opportunity than with readily available virtual reality and unimaginable capabilities of graphics 

technology. 3D graphics and visual effects in games have vastly improved over the years, resulting 

in works that are unbelievably realistic and detailed in every square inch. Virtual reality makes for 

a more natural and immersive perspective of virtual environments. The combination of these 

graphical capabilities and one of the most natural forms of human computer interaction available, 

virtual reality, today's gamers must be spellbound and speechless by the gaming experiences 

available. But it is more complicated than that. Due to the slow adoption of the technology, which 

has a recurring history, gaming studios have been hesitant to invest resources into the low-user 

market. With the combination of difficulties of designing for a new interaction device, meeting an 

even more demanding visual standard, and recouping research, development and marketing costs, 

it's not surprising that most studios don’t take the risk of developing a high-quality VR game. This 

is especially true when they would be charging the same or less and as any other game they produce, 

while limiting themselves to the much smaller pool of gamers that own a VR headset. 

 Despite the hypothesis and concerns addressed in the previous section, assumptions of this 

study are not looming in the potential complex issues of the industry of VR and the adoption of 

the technology, but in the methods for collection and analyzing the qualitative data. The 

assumptions made by the researcher for the purposes of this study include that the sample 

accessible will provide the diversity and consistency to derive valuable insights about the context 
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being studied. This assumption is being addressed by not limited the participant selection to a 

single source such as a single online community of VR enthusiasts due to potential biases. 

 The last assumption being made is that the prompt of semi-structured interview questions 

and interviewers’ capability to establish rapport will result in a constructive dialogue shedding 

light on the experiences and perception of those experiences had by VR users regarding immersion 

in virtual environments. The nature of semi-structured interviews paired with the curiosity and 

enthusiasm exhibited by the VR gaming community should never-the-less result in a rich dialogue 

about the attitudes and feelings of participants about the context and concepts in question. 

1.7 Limitations 

The limitations of this research predominantly lie in the selection of methodological approach to 

understanding design problems related to the creation of immersivity in virtual environments. By 

choosing to interview subjects about their experiences of VR, the type of feedback is limited to 

that of end users. When designing this study, other methods were highly considered such as 

evaluating usability methods such as brown-boxing, or the spatial prototyping with the use of 

cardboard modelling, and consulting with VR practitioners about the challenges and opportunities 

they face when designing for immersivity. An in depth look at brown-boxing and other immersive 

VR prototyping methods could bring more attention and validate the usefulness of such methods. 

While a study looking into the problems and approaches taken by practitioners would illuminate 

the factors that they deal with when trying to generate successful virtual experiences.  

1.8 Delimitations 

 The reason these two approaches discussed in the previous section on limitations were not 

taken is due to their limitation to the industry implementation of immersive gaming, instead of 

shedding light on the user experience, and how effective from the users perceptive, the immersive 

designs can be in creating engaging experiences.  

 When applying theories to qualitative data, it is important to not structure the data 

collection to feed a certain goal, at which point the researchers bias may contaminate the study. 

But sampling a wide range of VR users and conducting the interviews in an unstructured way, 
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leaves the control of the dialogue with the participants, letting them explore the relevance of their 

experiences, not limiting the range of topics and issues that can be discussed.  

1.9 Summary 

 In summary, the purpose and design of this study is to provide insight into the attitudes, 

experiences and behaviors of VR players regarding games’ capacity for immersivity and presence. 

This insight will be derived from semi-structured interviews with a range of gamers with varying 

degrees of exposure with virtual reality. The data will be analyzed via thematic analysis, allowing 

themes to naturally emerge, at which point theories can be applied to guide the construction of 

characteristics about the themes that emerged. From this elucidation, implications can be made for 

the problem areas, design factors, and standards in the creation of immersive virtual environments 

and experiences.  
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 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Overview 

 VR has been around since the 1970s, where its usage was primarily scientific, and was 

refined for contexts such as flight simulation for the US Air Force.  As of 2013, companies such 

as Oculus started spearheading the development and distribution of consumer grade head-mounted 

displays (HMDs) for VR. As of 2015, games such as Job Simulator started becoming available 

and began reaching audiences. However, many game development studios have given VR a 

backseat as the audience is limited to a select number of early adopters that are willing to pay the 

high upfront costs of these complete VR systems (including but not limited to room-tracking, 

tracked hand controllers, six degrees of freedom HMD, and high-performance gaming machine).  

 Methods have been created to try to understand and predict what causes phenomena such 

as motion and simulator sickness in the human computer interaction devices. Heuristics have been 

developed to aid the design these applications and to avoid such discomforting circumstances. 

Concepts and their continued exploration have been growing to improve the experience of virtual 

reality technology and continue the expanding imagination of what is capable with this technology. 

Many of the evaluation methods conceived for usability in VR were developed prior to 2004. Not 

only have we not seen much modification to the methods despite rapid progress in the field, there 

seems to be little regard for properly examining the usability of the applications built for these 

systems. 

2.2 Concepts 

 What is virtual reality and what are the capabilities of virtual reality technology? 

 

 The allure of the technology is that users can augment their senses with various hardware 

to enable an embodied experience where they can be transported to new worlds, and within them, 

interact and participate in a similar way that they do with the real world. But achieving this natural 

embodiment and interaction is no simple task and in some capacities is impossible. The design of 

these systems is something that is still being explored and tinkered with and is nowhere near the 
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standardization seen in another human computer interaction. But in this incomplete stage, we can 

build, test, and explore ideas for creating the experience of object interaction.   

2.2.1 Virtual Reality 

 Head mounted displays (HMDs) are headsets worn that have small displays for each eye, 

coupled with software and tracking technology that replicates our visual field. The capability of 

interacting with our environment is afforded by tracking the hands or tracking hand controllers. 

These controllers enable us to interact with the world and have the capability to provide some 

minimal haptic feedback through vibration. 

 Virtual environments are the graphically rendered visual spaces in which users are 

transported to. These environments render attributes of light, simulate the dimensionality of sound, 

and in some cases provide physical systems for the interaction of virtual objects. The most common 

activities performed in virtual environments involve object manipulation. Normally this activity is 

something we take for granted, but in the realm of simulation and computer graphics, it is 

something that must be designed in order to empower the user. This means that the characteristics 

of the interactions are determined by the game logic or code. In traditional 3D games, this can be 

done through a simple and well-rehearsed dance of controlling an avatar to move and look around 

the space, positioning proximally and focusing on objects with the opportunity to press a button to 

pick up or perform a predetermined action about that object.  

 The most common methods for object interaction seen in the games industry for virtual 

reality do not replicate the kinesthetic attributes of object manipulation of real objects. Instead, the 

interaction design requires the user to position themselves proximally in the virtual environment 

to be within reach of the object of interest. Then, while reaching out to touch the object, can pull 

or press a trigger on their tracked hand controller. This input, while the virtual hand is touching or 

colliding with the object of interest, will instantly place the object into the hand of the user. While 

this series of events is not very realistic, in relation to traditional 3D games, it is still more engaging 

as the action requires task-oriented body positioning. So, the primary elements missing from this 

interaction in relation to reality, are the physical sensations of touching or holding objects in your 

hands, as well as the transition of the object from its position in the environment into the hands of 

the user. These physical sensations are what is called tactile and kinesthetic forms of haptic 

feedback (Kammermeier, 2004), which will be elaborated in a later section. Virtual reality is a 
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technology that enables a new form of computer interaction. It allows its users to enter computer 

generated virtual worlds. Harris points out that what’s currently unknown is the how concepts like 

affordance translates to the virtual context. 3D objects still have the same physical features that 

hold natural affordances that match the way in which we can and want to use our hands. But actions 

like grasping an object in VR, using hand controllers, creates an unusual and muddled mode of 

interaction. 

 A breakthrough in human computer interaction is what can separate us from an age of 

information, into the age of imagination. Terence McKenna described this evolution of 

communication as totemic of the octopus, due to their capability of psychedelic and telepathic 

communication (McKenna, 1990). When we enter a virtual world, not only can we see it, look 

around it and explore it, but we inhabit it, it is not like a window. In this new environment, we can 

reach out and touch our surroundings. We embody a character in that environment much like we 

inhabit our own physical bodies. We control where our head looks, and we control what our hands 

touch. This is an amazing breakthrough, especially compared to previous methods of experiencing 

the same virtual worlds. Over time we have integrated and evolved the stigmas of inhabiting virtual 

3d characters, using our basic human computer interaction hardware to do so. Keys on our 

keyboard control the legs of the character and execute certain actions. Our mouse becomes our 

neck, allowing us to process visual information and control our field of view. But there is always 

a disconnect. No matter how familiar we become with these player control systems, there is a huge 

abstraction between the mouse, keyboard, or gamepad inputs to the movements and actions of the 

game character. Despite viewing from the first person or adding rumble to a controller to give 

physical feedback cues, it is apparent that we do not inhabit that character. It is as if we have the 

remote control, telling that character what to do in a given moment. An illusion of embodiment 

may happen as our inputs feel instantaneous, but the translation of micro movements to the 

character bounding across the screen, engaging in laborious actions hardly differs from watching 

actors in a movie. Therefore, virtual reality provides an opportunity to extend this engagement 

beyond abstracted control. We can inhabit the virtual character truly at a one to one. Our limbs 

become their limbs, so we can embody this character. We then control our own head, able to look 

down and see our own hands. But there are still limitations to the embodiment of this experience. 

When we use these hands to touch the world, things sort of go back to the flat feeling of clicking 

a mouse. All the amazing sensational experiences of touch in real life are completely missing. We 
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put our virtual hand on a virtual object and feel nothing. We grab this object and lift it, and it is 

weightless. There is no substance to this (virtual) reality, and our bodies become a placeholder for 

a cursor, something only visual. Despite the amazing breakthrough of embodiment and graphic 

fidelity of virtual environments, we still interact with them in a strictly visual way. Instead of 

pressing keys or moving our mouse, we must move our own physical bodies to explore and interact. 

This still creates an astounding effect of immersion that can be confirmed by most who have 

experienced it.  

 What aspects of perception are related to the experience of virtual environments? When 

we think about our perception of the space and objects around us, we can use perceptual concepts 

to organize the processes of comprehending our environment. We compare input of seen objects 

to the models and representations of objects we are already familiar with, building our 

understanding through the relationships stored in our memory. (Hoffman, 2000) Object appearance 

can vary greatly due to the orientation, viewing position, scale, focus, lighting, occlusion, and the 

background. We are excellent at seeing the parts that make up objects, as well as using gradients 

to establish three dimensional representations which help us create structural descriptions. (Frisby, 

2010) We can understand more complex or novel objects through these structural descriptions, in 

which we visually distinguish the parts that objects are composed of, which in most cases are 

primitive shapes. Object classification involves recognizing an object as a member of a class of 

objects and instances of objects within a class are exemplars. Properties often used for object 

recognition involve shape, color, size, and motion. Canonical representations have a single 

description, while non-canonical representations are object models stored as a group of different 

representations that act as a code. This can be thought of as a cube, versus a dice. The cube has 

one description, while a dice has many more representations associated with it that create meaning.  

2.2.2 Phenomenal Perception 

 These same rules apply when visually digesting or reconstructing our visual field from the 

visual inputs of virtual reality through HMD’s. However, this virtual world we see does not have 

the same physical dimensionality. This concept of being visual, without the properties of physical 

existence relates to the concept of phenomenal perception. Phenomenal vision is what is used to 

categorize visual constructs that do not exist, such as hallucination. It is difficult to understand this 

concept as it is more uncommon. Typically, it is thought that phenomenal perception is that which 
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cannot be affirmed to really exist. The phenomenal sense is mainly used to describe the visual 

phenomena of optical illusions, in which the mechanisms of our eyes result in a visual outcome 

that would not be discerned by a photometer, such as the magic square. (Hoffman, 2000) 

 These concepts have not been applied to virtual reality but can be thought of in a similar 

way. However, these visual constructs can be seen by other viewers of the same virtual 

environment but maintain the idea that their existence cannot be confirmed via a physical 

interaction. Phenomenal sense is fascinating because it deals with unique perspectives and views 

of individuals, as well as projections of the mind and hallucinations. This idea is explained more 

in a Ted Talk presentation by Anil Seth titled ‘Your brain hallucinates your conscious reality’. The 

phenomenal sense also provides humans with an ability to see illusions and things that could not 

be discerned by any optic technologies. It is also useful for elucidating one of the core problems 

for the realistic perception of virtual reality that will be explored throughout this paper.  

2.2.3 Relational Perception 

 Relational perception is the feeling that the world we see and that we touch, is indeed reality, 

and that others see and touch that same world. And in that world, everything has physical 

dimensions. These dimensions are perceivable not just with our eyes, but with our bodies. We can 

touch, press, grab, pull, lift, lean on, sit on, lay on and measure every detail about anything we see 

in the world. They really exist. And it is by these properties that we can learn about materials and 

objects and temperatures and weights and the restrictions of our environment. This allows us to 

confirm what we perceive in the world around us in not just hallucinations. Our physical bodies 

synchronize with our visual system to affirm what we see. This is the relational sensation. This is 

what goes beyond our phenomenal visual sense. This is what is missing from virtual reality, the 

cues to the physical world such as weight, resistance, temperature, texture and sound. 

 The relational refers to seeing something that physically exists, whereas a phenomenal 

sense refers to the personal visual experiences. This is because the stimuli our eyes collected in 

the relational sense are constructed into our view extremely quickly, leaving us with a ‘user-

friendly’ visual experience that provides an icon interface for understanding the world. The 

entirety of the brain and optic systems’ software computes vision unconsciously, following various 

rules that we develop over the first few months of being alive to discern depth and spatial 

constructs.  
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 The relational sense of seeing is when we perceive objects that physically exist, things we 

can reach out and touch to affirm their existence and can be further confirmed by others. This 

differs from the phenomenal sense of seeing in which things seen may not exist, such as 

hallucinations or visual distortions. If you were the only thing that existed, then everything you 

see would be phenomenal, or not real. This concept gets muddied when we consider perception in 

virtual worlds. When we put on a headset, and a virtual world full of objects is rendered around 

us, we can see it all, but does it really exist? What properties govern our perceptual determination 

of this realism? If you reach out and touch any of these virtual objects, they will not miraculously 

also exist with physical attributes in the same space that you inhabit physically. But the same 

environment can also be observed by others when the headset is worn. So, in this case we are not 

dealing with a hallucination. These virtual objects are capable of being perceived by others. 

Therefore, these concepts get tricky. It is as if this virtual ‘hallucination’ can be shared with others. 

I call them hallucinations because visually they may seem to inhabit the same space that your body 

inhabits, but only when viewed through the headset. When you take it off, the whole world 

disappears, and when the headset is on, they still lack physical dimensionality, meaning you cannot 

reach out and feel these objects. Maybe your virtual body can collide or interact with them, but 

there is no relativistic connection to reality and no physical cues that our body can detect. So, what 

implications does this have for the perception of virtual environments? It means that there is no 

relational sense of virtual worlds. When we inhabit a virtual space, our body may only be 

convinced in a phenomenal sense, that we are truly immersed in a world. Things may look realistic, 

but this illusion is immediately broken when we attempt to touch a virtual object, or even when 

we accidentally collide with an object in our physical space. At that moment immersion can be 

lost. So how can we create a relational sense within virtual spaces? Is it even possible, and what 

benefit would that provide? Consider the possibility that we adapt to these limitations in a virtual 

space such that your immersion is not inhibited. Since there have been years and years of graphical 

improvements to visually stimulating factors of realism, maybe we can rely strictly on our visual 

perception to convince ourselves of the realism of virtual objects. It helps that virtual objects can 

have realistic interactions with other virtual elements. These events can create accurate sounds, 

and physics systems can simulate object deformation and realistic weights.  
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2.2.4 Haptic feedback  

 The development to improve the experience of virtual reality has always been accompanied 

by the creation of haptic feedback technologies. These feedback systems come in a wide range of 

implementation forms and can afford the physical existence of certain interactions. The most 

common form of haptic feedback is vibrational and is experienced every day when we use our 

phone and can also be seen in gamepad controllers and the seats of arcade kiosks. Vibrational 

feedback is the simplest implementation and can be very versatile. Due to its popularity, its use in 

gamepads has seen many abstracts uses of vibrational feedback, ranging from its common usage 

in explosions and gun recoil to more fine-tuned simulation like that seen in Nintendo Switch 

controllers. These controllers can simulate the vibrations caused by a box filled with marbles, and 

many other detailed physical forces.  

Since many of the other haptic forces are much more difficult to implement, vibration has been 

the go-to for a long time. This means that users are more prone to expect abstract uses for it, but it 

also means that vibration becomes relied upon as the only haptic force implemented much of the 

time despite its limited capabilities. This can be seen in most VR games, where vibration is used 

when objects are grabbed, which gives a subtle indication that an object is being touched. This 

small amount of feedback is helpful, but it does not do much in terms of immersion when 

implemented poorly. As with all things, haptic feedback can be designed. Vibration frequencies 

and amplitudes can be designed and incorporated to VR applications to add new simulated 

attributes for the vibrational feedback to improve the realism of stimuli.  

Other more technical forms of haptic feedback include ultrasound, electro-stimulation, and passive 

haptics. Ultrasound desktop devices are already in production and can provide a wide variety of 

haptic feedback directly to users’ hands. The primary benefit of these devices in the fact that the 

ultrasound device functions externally and thus does not impede dexterous activities. The range of 

possible stimuli for these devices are limited to delicate sensations on the hands and fingertips, 

lacking the capability to simulate forces beyond the cutaneous. Electro stimulation suffers from 

the opposite problem. Electro-stimulation can provide feedback through the electronic activation 

of muscles, allowing greater forces to be simulated in some manner. However, this manner of 

simulation is limited to restriction to range of motion. The primary drawbacks of this haptic 

technology is the lack of adaptability, as nodes must be placed around the muscles of interest, and 

calibrated for every haptic event. Both ultrasound and electro-stimulation provide effective modes 
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of communicating haptic feedback, however the form in which these stimuli are received vary 

drastically from what is perceived in the real world, thus meaning that both methods will most 

likely reduce the possibility for creating a relational sense in a virtual environment.  

 Although all the previously mentioned haptic methods don’t present the best cases for 

creating a relational sense, passive haptics could be the secret weapon. The concept of passive 

haptics is to have a physical representation of the virtual space that is being explored, or rather a 

virtual replica of a physical space. The most obvious limitation of this is the lack of flexibility, and 

the tremendous amount of labor required to replicate either space. But when we think about the 

definition of relational sensation, it comes from the feeling of verifying your surroundings, often 

achieved by reaching out and touching the world around you. When all objects have a replicated 

physical bounding box, and any virtual objects are paired with a tracked physical prop, the 

exploration or experience of the virtual environment should theoretically be as relational as it gets. 

We could stop here and tell every game designer to stop creating fantasy worlds and start building 

physical rooms that double as virtual attractions and using creativity to expand the possibilities of 

the physical scenes. But that is not feasible, the point of virtual reality to be transported instantly, 

and not be limited to your physical surroundings. And if we want to find novel ways to provide a 

better relational sense, then the solution cannot come with such a massive limitation.  

2.2.5 Immersion and Presence 

 Before we go any further, we must understand and agree upon the virtual reality definitions 

of immersion and presence. If you haven’t heard of them, they are the two terms used to 

qualitatively evaluate the degree to which virtual reality users feel like the virtual environment is 

real and that they are in it. If we use abstract examples, you can think of jumping into the water, 

you are then immersed, and submerged, in the water. In that moment, you are in the underwater 

world, you forget about what is going on the surface. You can feel the water surrounding your 

body, your vision is blurred, and time moves slower as you slowly float, holding your breath. 

When this world transportation causes you to forget about the world you came from, and create a 

curiosity to explore the new world, then immersion is successfully achieved. If we extend the 

example of jumping in the water to that of the ocean, we can then see life in the ocean world. The 

fish inhabit this world, and your presence there may cause a reaction in the fish. When you swim 
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closer, they scatter. This relationship between the world and the observer is what results in making 

the observer feel present.  

 When we apply these concepts to virtual worlds, we must think about the artistic creation 

or recreation of a world or environment, and this world must be programmed to be interactive and 

reactive in order to provide a sense of presence to the VR user. Immersion is something determined 

by the physical properties of the hardware and software being used. This deals with the 

functionality of the virtual reality and computer systems and how a player’s action results in 

changes to what is displayed. (Slater, 2009) As indicated by Slater, immersion deals with the 

experience of physical properties and is thus bound to the quality of physical systems that are 

capable of being simulated. This can be problematic for developers as it is not only challenging 

but can cause issues with the optimization of a game that must already support the rendering of 

the environment. The notion of physicality for virtual environments is that there basically is none. 

When you touch virtual objects, you feel nothing. Unless there are massive developments to create 

generalized haptics, such a holistic system could be capable of simulating all physical attributes 

perfectly and synchronously without impeding the user. While progress has been made in the field 

of haptics, perfectly representing physicality may never be achievable. But the idea of 

sensorimotor contingencies doesn’t require physicality, as they deal with the actions that we 

performed by our bodies as a means of perception, like moving your head to change where you 

are looking, or crouching to look under a table (O'Regan & Noë 2001a,b; Noë 2004). The degree 

to which natural sensorimotor contingencies are enabled by the virtual system determines the 

capacity of realistic perception for virtual environments. The characteristics of virtual 

environments are determined by what actions are valid that result in some changes to perception 

or change or effect on the environment. (Slater, 2009) It is by these guidelines that realistic 

interactive virtual experiences can be created. The more valid sensorimotor and effectual actions 

that are enabled, the wider range of possibilities can be explored that all have the capability to 

support immersive experiences for those activities. But the way in which these activities are 

simulated, have consequences to how the activity is perceived on a psychological level.  A group 

of researchers discussed their concerns about how VR users may rely more heavily on the ventral 

stream as we identify the virtual objects, instead of relying on the dorsal stream which would be 

dealing with the control of actions. This notion breaks open a fundamental problem with 

interaction design for virtual reality. Even if an object looks very realistic, the fact that it does not 
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have any physical attributes beyond spatial dimensionality, interacting with the object will not 

activate any of the dexterous motor control of our hands as we interact with the object. As we have 

discussed some of the fundamental aspects of perception that are related to the experience of virtual 

environments, we will continue by exploring how the limitations of VR affect the psychological 

perception of VR experiences. 

 How do perceptual limitations affect the plausibility of VR experiences? Now that we 

know more about virtual reality and some of the more obvious limitations regarding relational 

perception, let us discuss how these limitations affect the psychological perception of virtual 

experiences. The primary catalyst for an immersive VR experience is the attitude the user takes 

toward the virtual environment and their sense of presence within it. This attitudinal decision is 

regarding the plausibility of the virtual world. Immersion deals with the more physical concepts 

about building virtual worlds and how our bodies perceive these physical attributes. This process 

can be referred to as creating a place illusion (PI). Place illusion depends on the physical systems 

for tracking and display as a means of supporting the vital sensorimotor contingencies. (Fourneret 

& Jeannerod, 1998). This illusion is more of an automatic response to the consequence of motor 

actions. If the system enables the sensorimotor contingencies for the motor actions the user initiates, 

the illusion is sustained. When a sensorimotor action is performed that is not supported, this 

illusion can become broken, but can be recovered so long as the user only performs the supported 

actions. PI is not a cognitive but a perceptual phenomenon. It is an illusion, with the right set-up 

and the necessary sensorimotor contingencies for that instance and is automatically felt by the user. 

(Slater, 2009) The case is not the same for what is referred to as the plausibility illusion (Psi). PI, 

as Slater put it, is about how the world is perceived, the Psi is about what is perceived. Psi would 

be the illusion of what is apparently happening to be happening, or rather to be convinced. Slater 

claims that from his experiments, the key factor is Psi is the degree that events refer to the user 

despite them taking no direct part in it. (Slater, 2009) 

 Since immersion and PI deal with the realism of the physical environment, Psi deals with 

the realism of the scene and characters involved. Psi requires a credible scenario and plausible 

interactions between the participant and objects and virtual characters in the environment. As 

Slater puts it, Psi is concerned with the reality of a depicted situation and is maintained through 

correlation between action and reaction during events being perceived. It also includes the notion 

of the credibility of events in comparison with what would be expected in similar circumstances. 
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Psi relies on the process of inference from evidence (perceptions) to issues concerning the ‘reality’ 

of the situation. (Slater, 2009) Psi brings out a much more vital aspect of reality. Beyond waking 

up from a dream, we do not often consider if what we are seeing, and experiencing is reality. 

However, this question of plausibility is more relevant to the simulation being experienced while 

still immersed. Psi is much more difficult to achieve that PI as it requires more setup and a credible 

scenario with plausible interactions between the player and objects and virtual characters that make 

up the world.  (Slater, 2009) In order to help establish the idea of the plausibility illusion and how 

it would be attained for virtual scenarios, we will explore an example. The user is in VR and has a 

social interaction with a virtual NPC (non-player character). This NPC looks you in the eye and 

speaks to you. This is an event involving you but was not caused by you. If you approach this NPC, 

they step back. This reactive behavior is event out of your control and relates to your action. 

Because you are real, and the world is reacting to your existence, the reality of this world becomes 

more believable. (Slater, 2009) Creating the possibility for scenarios such as this, it is much easier 

to create VR games that are entirely filled with real world players. In conjunction with body 

tracking, this would enable realistic social interaction capable of body language communication. 

However, as we have mentioned before, we cannot go drastically reducing the flexibility and 

capability of virtual reality in order to create a relational sense and now a plausibility illusion. 

While this provides a shortcut to quality experiences, it does not contain the considerations 

necessary for creating realistic single player VR experiences using NPCS.  

 Where can research efforts be focused in order to provide the most overall benefit to the 

value, experience and appreciation of virtual reality applications in terms of the perception for 

purposes such as entertainment, learning/training, socialization, and immersive exploration? 

 Seeing as there are plenty of limitations and concerns about creating relational sense for 

virtual reality, there are plenty of areas that research and development can be focused towards. If 

it is not clear enough already, attaining relational sense in every manner for all experiences is 

impractical and, in many cases, infeasible. But certain fields making use of virtual reality benefit 

from and may require higher degrees of realism for their simulations. Take for example training 

and education simulations. When real-world skills are being taught in a virtual environment, there 

is a huge reliance on the transferability of these skills in order to avoid injuries and accidents on a 

job site. The danger of these jobs and required skills are the very reason that VR simulations are 

created for training, in order to avoid the dangers and costs involved with performing these skills. 
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Grasping kinematics targets  virtual or imagined, appear to be qualitatively different (Goodale et 

al. 1994), The more complex the actions to be conducted in some form of virtual training are more 

likely to not translate well. With increasing complexity, the value of simulating these tasks falls 

dramatically as they are no longer transferable and may be more detached from real-world tasks 

than we realize. Even if visually guided skills are performed adequately in VR, if a more a different 

method is used to communicate the states of the action, the skill becomes less transferable, causing 

negative implications for the validity of learning such real-world skills virtually. (Harris, 2019) 

 In these cases, it is vital to understand the requirements and values for the training as well 

as the capabilities and limitations of VR simulation technology. Depending on the contingencies 

for training, it may be beneficial to reduce the flexibility of the training in order to provide passive 

haptics and props in order to fulfill a greater relational sense for the education of these activities. 

 Another field of research and application of simulations that will require significant 

research and development are character scenario simulations. In order to fulfill the experiential 

requirements of case studies, the plausibility must be supported. As mentioned before, the 

plausibility illusion is sustained by creating realistic action and reaction of NPCS. Behavioral 

tropes such as eye contact and personal space are simple in nature, but difficult to program and 

animate for virtual characters. However, this development is necessary in order to sustain the 

plausibility illusion. There is great consequence to the breaking of this illusion, unlike the breaking 

of place illusion discussed earlier. “Moreover, experience from many past studies suggests that 

breaks in PI and breaks in Psi have different characteristics.” The plausibility illusion can quickly 

be recovered in situation such as rotating the head, the plausibility may be lost temporarily then 

return when they turn back their head. This is because the plausibility illusion is perceptual. But 

when Psi gets broken, recovery is unlikely. This is because it requires an acceptance of realism, 

and it can be fragile or sensitive to a counterexample, causing a break in belief  (Slater, 2009) 

 In order to establish the significance of the consequence of this illusory break, it will be 

applied to an example scenario. Summarizing Slater’s example, this illusion requires realism for 

situations such as an argument between two parties. The conveyance of emotion in that situation 

is complicated and nuanced, and a viewer may doubt any details that seem strange or inconsistent. 

(Slater, 2009) 

 It is strange to think about perceiving virtual scenarios as something happening. 

Considering these concepts and the psychological experience of an NPC character driven scenario, 
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it is certainly one of the most challenging things a developer can undertake. The challenge holds 

the same concerns an actor does to fulfill a character role. But creating the dimensions of realism 

for a virtual character is starting from zero. There has been over a century in studying the animation 

of life, but it is to take it to a new degree to add life to a reactive system. And it is by the success 

of this challenge in which we can create a VR experience capable of causing empathy toward 

characters and giving meaning to actions performed in a virtual environment.  

 How have these concepts been applied to the current development of VR applications? 

Now that we have explored most of the concepts and mechanisms involved with virtual reality and 

how research can be fulfilled to continue toward a greater relational sense for virtual simulations, 

we will discuss how some of this knowledge has been implemented in the real world of virtual 

reality development. A few of the titles mentioned were ethnographically studied. With the Twitch 

streaming platform, anthropological research was able to be conducted by observing and 

interviewing various people during their virtual reality experiences. 

 Prime examples of VR applications that have made some of the considerations discussed 

in this paper include Half-Life Alyx and VR Chat. Half Life Alyx is an entirely single player game 

that allows the player to complete an entire storyline, explore a whole world, interact with 

believable characters and perform a wide variety of physical interactions with the environment. 

This has been achieved by having a foundation as one of the longest running game series with such 

a fantastic game and physics engine that has resulted in hundreds of games being birthed by its 

foundation, the source engine. The Valve company spent many years developing, animating and 

creating virtual worlds and characters. Their implementation of physical-based rendering textures, 

finely tuned physics engines, and responsive character animations, has resulted in a very gratifying 

and plausible virtual reality experience. Characters will make eye contact and adjust themselves 

in response to the position and orientation of the player’s body, creating a strong sense of presence 

and potentially fulfilling the plausibility illusion in given scenarios. 

 The other primary example observed was VR Chat. While this game is notorious for a lack 

of realism and a scourge of rude anonymous social interactions, its customizability and opportunity 

for diverse social interaction has resulted in a thriving community with a broad scope. Much like 

its most relevant predecessor, second life, VR chat enables its players full control over the 

appearance. This customization ranges from various video game characters and animals, to full 

body tracked humans of every shape and size. This freedom often results in oversexualization of 
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their avatars, but also enables genuine social interaction and body language communication. VR 

Chat provides the foundation for individual expression and social interaction between anonymous 

people all over the world. The primary limitation and the most fascinating aspect of the social 

interaction in VR Chat is the lack of the relational sense. When two players perform a physical 

interaction together, they can see one another's body, but they cannot feel it. Due to this each 

person must act like they are touching in order to communicate the action. For example, hugging, 

requires both people to stand alone in their room, holding their arms outstretched over the empty 

space where the other person's virtual avatar is positioned. This suggests an interesting adaptation 

people must make to sustain their co-presence within the virtual space. VR Chat provides a 

framework to role-play with one another, as well as creating a new environment that results in new 

social phenomena. 
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 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Overview 

 The methodology of this study follows an inductive thematic analysis of interview data 

collected on VR gamers regarding their experiences with narrative-driven VR games. In this 

chapter, the sampling, data collection procedure, reflexivity, and approach to the theoretical 

thematic analysis will be laid out.  

 The sensation of presence relies on the simulation providing a rich immersive environment. 

Within this space, it is up to the programmed system of interaction and the systems recognition of 

its user to provide an intuitive pragmatic experience. Enabling the user to explore their curiosity 

and letting them interpret the representation of their environment provides the opportunity for 

immersion. But it is ultimately up to the interpretation of the user as to how the content is 

experienced and what feelings are felt as a result of the experience. The factors of users’ attitude 

that affects whether they feel presence can be addressed by the design of the virtual experience. 

Through interviews with these users about these experiences, data can be collected and analyzed 

via a deductive thematic analysis.  

3.2 Sampling 

 The sampling for this study takes a cross section of willing volunteers from the VR related 

communities of the popular social forum of reddit, incentivized by a $10 gift card for Amazon or 

Steam. These participants represent a small section of VR enthusiasts that are a part of these large 

and varied communities. 15 of these participants were selected from those that responded to the 

posts on reddit. As interviews were scheduled with these participants, it became clear that these 

communities are full of individuals from all over the world, as the time zones they are from ranged 

from the United States, to parts of Europe like Belgium and Italy, as well as spanning areas in Asia. 

The subreddits chosen for this study included the 5 most popular communities, including 

r/virtualreality with 200k+ members, r/vive with 158k members, r/vive_vr with 29.7k members, 

r/oculus with 295k members, and r/PSVR with 158k members. The rationale for selecting these 

communities was to get representation for the various popular hardware devices for running VR. 

The primary inclusion criteria for these participants was owning or having access to a VR headset 
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and having played a minimum of 5 hours of VR RPG’s or story driven games. As a measure to 

ensure recent and relevant experiences, participants were asked to have played a fresh 30min of 

these VR games, so their memory is more accessible during interviews. The only exclusion criteria 

were not having access to VR and if all play experiences are not related to anything story-driven 

or role-playing in nature. Unfortunately, only 12 of these participants were able to complete the 

interview as 3 others never showed up or scheduled the interview.  

 This sampling strategy has been chosen due to limitations from an ongoing pandemic, 

causing in-person experimentation and data collection to no longer be possible for the time being. 

In some manners this is convenience sampling. The community selected provides one of the most 

active, English speaking groups available. This community represents some portion of gamers, 

developers and technology enthusiasts, demarcated by the VR community as a whole and by the 

specific device brands.  

3.3 Data Collection 

 The data collection for VR gamers experience of immersive VR involved a semi-structured 

interview. The semi-structured aspect allows participants to explore their own experiences, while 

the control and direction of the interview is guided by the researcher. The interview process will 

cover three main topics, being the participants experiences, expectations and feelings toward their 

narrative-drive VR play sessions. Being a semi-structured interview, some questions are prepared 

ahead of time, with backup and follow-up questions available based on user responses. These 

interview questions are covered in the next section. 

 All interviews will have audio entirely recorded in order to aid in a complete transcription. 

Notes were taken during the interview in order to aid in validating the content of user responses 

and guiding the questions themselves. Full transcription will allow for detailed thematic analysis 

of the entirety of the rich data collected. 

3.4 Reflexivity 

 As a measure to be aware of the researcher influence on the analysis of the data from this 

study, a few statements of reflexivity are provided. This is so that any aspect of the data collection 

or analysis can have their validity tested by readers based on any potential researcher bias. From 
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5 years of working as an interaction designer for the creation of VR experiences and simulations, 

I as the researcher am passionate about the success of virtual reality technology. Through education 

into cognition, perception and semiotics, I have broadened my understanding of how humans 

interpret digital experiences. I believe that the appreciation and adoption of virtual reality for 

entertainment, education and social interaction will continue to grow and may influence the future 

of societies. I am optimistic about progress of virtual reality technology and the public perception 

of its potential value. As a student of human centered design, it is my intention to explore and 

understand the human experience of these technologies and artefacts related to them. I am asking 

these research questions about the attitudes and feeling of virtual reality and immersivity so that 

designers and the industry can provide more enjoyable and intuitive virtual experiences. 

3.5 Procedure  

 The procedure for gathering participants and conducting interviews involved strategizing 

the language of the recruitment posts and any correspondence with participants, in addition to 

offering a $10 gift card for Steam or Amazon in return for participation. In order to standardize 

correspondence, and appropriately manage the participants’ expectations about the study, the 

entire process was scripted ahead of time. In addition to this, for the purposes of facilitating the 

voice calls for conducting interviews, and for managing expectation and correspondence, a 

Discord server was created.  

 Once participants had expressed interest in the study by commenting on the post or 

privately messaging the researcher, they were asked if they met the inclusion criteria and then were 

invited to the Discord server. In this server, a pinned post showed the entire list of game examples 

relevant to the study that they could peruse to find what games they had experienced. Below this 

was a message detailing the inclusion criteria, what should be expected, and a short background 

bio on the study. The use of Discord was decided on due to its prominent use in the gaming 

community, the fact that most users utilize it in such a way to protect their online anonymity, as 

well as its capability to manage groups, privately and publicly message, and obviously to conduct 

audio calls, necessary for conducting interviews. 

 The process of finding and selecting participants took only a couple days for the post to be 

found and enough participants to be selected. After each of them were selected, another scripted 

message was sent to them to coordinate a scheduled time for the interviews. This process took 
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anywhere from a few minutes to a few days depending on the participant, availability and finding 

a reasonable time given the various time zones. As a researcher, the burden of interviewing at 

strange times was assumed, so that the willing participants would not be burdened and decide to 

leave. So, some of the interviews took place as late as 10pm local time.    

3.6 Data Analysis 

 The next chapter will cover the data that was collected from interviews with participants 

recruited from Reddit’s VR communities and the findings and conclusions drawn from this study. 

Data analysis of the qualitative data collected via the semi structured interviews was conducted 

using inductive thematic analysis. Interviews were transcribed and thoroughly read and reread 

while identifying and organizing the results to identify patterns. The method to search for themes 

from the data set involved coding the various aspects that were most prevalent to each participant. 

All participant responses were recorded and standardized to enable for comparison overview 

across the entire data set. This organization aided in the ability to see patterns within and across 

all participants. These aspects were organized into categories to establish rhetoric to label and 

report the themes. The analysis was driven by the psychological theories on embodiment, allowing 

for a more detailed analysis into  participants’ perception of virtual experiences, while providing 

a rich overall description of the data. After identifying themes, the data was then re-examined to 

ascertain the occurrences and characteristics of the themes. Through this qualitative analysis, 

themes were reported and the characteristics of them understood. From this process, implications 

could be presented regarding the technology’s adoption, perception of immersivity, and attitudes 

toward the role-playing virtual reality landscape.  

 The theoretical model of embodied cognition influenced the induction during the analysis. 

This approach lead analysis toward the factors of immersion and presence through embodied 

cognition when considering the human computer mediated experience.  

 The phases involved when conducting the thematic analysis included familiarization with 

the data, generation of initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing the themes, defining 

characteristics of the themes, and reporting on the findings. In searching for themes, a thematic 

map was created in order to show the network of themes as a means of identifying the main themes. 

This thematic map will be iterated into to refine toward the primary themes to report on.  
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 FINDINGS 

4.1 Overview 

 The participants involved in this study all came from large communities on reddit full of 

VR enthusiasts. Even the small group of 12 participants that volunteered for study, represented 

some of the worldwide diversity present in these communities. Of the 12 participants, 11 of them 

were male, and 1 female. They all spoke English but come from places all over the world, including 

Belgium, Italy, parts of Asia and all over the United States. The Participants interviews were 

scheduled, and inclusion criteria was determined to be met for all involved. Interviews began with 

a scripted introduction to the study, the researcher and the intention of the interview. Once 

participants knew the purpose of the study and what the questions would pertain to, they were 

ready to provide detailed and rich responses. The first questions asked allowed the participant to 

get acclimated and bring the relevant game experiences to the centerfold. These questions asked 

about recent gaming behavior and favorite titles from within the range of VR RPG and story-driven 

games. A wide variety of games were mentioned by each participant, but most participants had a 

few favorite games in common with one another. The most common game that experiences were 

drawn from were Half-Life Alyx, The Walking Dead: Saints and Sinners, and Elder Scrolls: 

Skyrim VR. Each of these titles, while opinions varied, were reported in similar ways across the 

majority of participants. Half-Life Alyx stands out as the prime example of designing all important 

aspects well, while games that are ported and not designed for VR from the ground up like Skyrim, 

are riddled with issues relating to its original intended design as a non-VR experience.  

 The follow up questions about participants game experiences explored what they enjoyed 

about those games and what aspects were most relevant to their immersive experience. These 

questions saw a lot of similar responses. Almost every participant enjoys exploration of rich game 

worlds coupled with some engaging gameplay or story/puzzle component. The most important 

aspect of these kinds of games for every participant was the world building including detail, 

backstory and interactivity. While some other participants mentioned the importance of intuitive 

controls and believable NPC’s, the primary aspect for immersion was the creation of the sense of 

place for game worlds. Participants mentioned that interactivity with the world made it more 

believable and satisfied their curiosity leading to a sustained immersion in that world. When asked 
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about embodiment, most respondents claimed that they experience the sensation quite naturally 

when it comes to the use of their hands, but movement using locomotion takes away from the 

embodiment. A few people mentioned that the resemblance or hiding of the hands helps them 

believe they are seeing their own hands and not those of someone else. Put simply, all participants 

feel some sense of embodiment so long as tracking is accurate, and controls are intuitive.  

 The second set of questions pertained to the expectations of the participants towards role-

playing and story-driven VR games. This portion of the interview began with asking what aspects 

of these games excite and frustrate them as a player. While responses to this question varied at 

length, most responses pertain to the level of interactivity exciting or frustrating as expectations 

were exceeded or not met. Other responses that came up from a few respondents included the 

beauty of the world, character progression, the avatars of other players and gun mechanics. The 

following question asked about the believability of non-combat interaction with NPCs. NPCs such 

as quest givers play a vital role setting the scene, giving the player an objective or goals and 

motivating them to proceed through the game. The more believable these characters are can result 

in greater engagement in the story and empathy for the characters in it. Most participants agreed 

that the believability depends on the game implementation of characters, from the voice acting to 

the body language communicated via the animations. In the case of a good example of NPC’s 

some participants said they know they will never seem human and the fact that you cannot treat 

them as a human, i.e. directly talk to them, results in an unnatural feeling such as interaction with 

a robot. In the same case, some other participants felt that characters felt natural since they made 

eye contact and would be non-static or actively doing something instead of standing still and 

speaking. When participants were asked if they act in accordance with gameplay limitations as a 

means of sustaining their immersion, almost everyone claimed that they do, or at least try to. In 

some cases, participants claim they will test the environment to establish an understanding of these 

limitations as a means of acting in accordance with them from then on. Primarily, players want to 

act in accordance and or naturally do so as a result of feeling immersed and not being bored with 

the gameplay. Unfortunately, despite acting, occasionally players experience physics issues and 

bugs in the game unintentionally that result in a temporary or complete loss of immersion.  

 As an initial summary of the data collected, the feelings that players have toward these 

kinds of VR games is a desire for freedom to explore a world full of depth and the be captured by 

a story or be immersed in a believable place. From interviewing these participants on their 
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experiences, much of NPC interaction is lacking and leaves players wanted more. Their attitudes 

toward NPC interaction are to have low expectations. However, the feelings of immersion and 

enjoyment are full of experiences of joy and disbelief as they embody swordfighters and detectives 

and the like, becoming engrossed in a storybook world full of detail they can explore. And lastly, 

the issue of locomotion continues to be problematic with differing opinions and preferences on 

solutions. Teleporting and sliding on a scooter seem to be acceptable for now from most 

participants, but nevertheless take away from what is otherwise a compelling embodied experience. 

The cases in which this problem is reduced take place in a seated position of a cockpit for instance. 

The primary themes discovered from collecting and analyzing this data include freedom, depth, 

and precision. In the next section we will discuss these themes in greater detail and explain the 

process by which these themes were discovered.  

4.2 Thematic Analysis 

 In this study, the sample of participants that was interviewed about their experiences with 

VR games represent only a handful of the community of VR gamers who share a passion for 

playing and in some cases the developing VR games. This study was intended to begin forming an 

understanding, or at least listening to the stories and insights about the overall experience of role-

playing virtual reality games. The participants take an interest in a wide variety of games including 

adventure, exploration, dungeons, shooters, rhythm games, social games, space sims and horror 

games. But despite the diversity of gameplay that they take interest in, there is plenty of internal 

generalizability about their experience with VR and VR content. Most of the participants are 

experienced gamers, having played games their whole lives, including VR for the past 3 to 5 years, 

so their external generalizability may only extend to experienced gamers and experienced VR 

gamers. For these reasons, any conclusions drawn within the analysis of the collected data reflect 

entirely about this subset of the VR community on reddit pertaining to members that also have a 

wealth of experience playing VR games.  

 In order to analyze the data collected from the interview study, all the responses to each 

other the primary questions were transposed into concise terms and consistent language. Two 

tables are provided in the Tables and Figures section at the end for reference. Creating these tables 

allowed for more rapid comparison between participants responses to each question prompt. 

Questions and responses not recorded in these tables were contextual and involved descriptive 
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response, requiring more in-depth analysis. Initial frequency of topics covered in participant 

responses were counted and are displayed in Figure 1. This figure helped to point to what aspects 

participants found the most relevant to them regarding their perception of embodiment and 

immersion in VR RPGs.  

 

 

Figure 1.  Number of occurrences of certain topics in participant responses 

 

 Analysis of the data began as follows. First, the interviews were uploaded to a software 

called Otter.ai. This online service allowed transcription to be automated. This software also 

enabled the capability to listen, read and search for terms in and across the interviews. By utilizing 

this software, responses were recorded from each of the participants for every question from the 

interviews. These responses were recorded utilizing a method of standardization since every 

participant doesn’t necessarily use the same language when discussing many of these topics. The 

standardization allowed for simpler comparison and contrasting between participant responses. 

The responses are available to be viewed in table form in the Tables and Figures section at the end 

of the paper. 

 The second portion of analysis involved creating the initial codes. This process involved 

various forms of notation while listening to the interviews over and over. The coding process 
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involved looking for topics and aspects that related to embodiment, immersion and enjoyment of 

VR games. Anything that contributed or detracted from immersion or embodiment where reread 

and noted and formed the many codes that were generated. These codes were added and revised 

over the course of two weeks, where categorization into themes and subthemes and codes took 

place. Early on the 3 primary themes being used at the time included story, world and gameplay. 

Story included subthemes of role, characters and plot, while the world theme had subthemes of 

graphics, interaction and detail. Lastly, the gameplay subthemes included control, intuitive, and 

capability. These themes were later reformulated and divided into a total of four themes that will 

be described in the following sections. Some of the codes that reside beneath these themes were 

aspects that showed up throughout all the interviews.  Some of these codes included topics like 

exploration, combat, puzzles, narration, avatars, and open world. 

 As a means of developing these codes into themes, and as a measure to recategorize, these 

codes were put into a thematic map. This map does not represent the final themes, but they led the 

codes into a form of hierarchical categorization. This visualization technique allowed for the 

development of themes to happen more naturally, as connections were made between codes, and 

labels were applied to categories.  

 

 

Figure 2.  Thematic mapping of codes 
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 The primary themes generalized from this study can be described in abstract and specific 

terms. The abstract nomenclature of the primary themes includes freedom, depth, precision, and 

believability. The constructive labels for these themes respectively include exploration, world, 

control, and story. The connection between the choice of label is that players enjoy the freedom to 

explore, they are curious about the depth in the world, they can embody and immerse themselves 

so long as there is precision in their control, and will forget they are in a virtual place if there is 

the believability to the story. These themes will be discussed in greater detail throughout the 

following sections. 

4.2.1 Freedom to Explore 

 The first theme to be discussed is the freedom to explore. The concepts of freedom and 

exploration are very important to almost all the participants. When players were asked about what 

they enjoyed most about VR RPG’s, almost all of them mentioned the importance of exploration. 

Exploration in these types of games involves good level design that leads the player through the 

environment without telling them the right way to go or involves a more open world that guides 

the player in different directions with compelling content and features. Whether it is a story driven 

game, or open world adventure, participants assured the value in harboring curiosity to explore 

what the world has to offer, the option to verge away from the intended path, and feel that there is 

more to discover even after completing the game.  

4.2.2 Depth of the World 

 The second theme to be discussed is the depth of the world. The concepts of depth and 

world building play a role in engaging players with the story and immersing themselves in the 

world. Games that succeed at this engaging story and immersive world building can create a sense 

of place for virtual environments. This allows players to feel like they are in a place that could 

exist. According to some of the participants, the realism in terms of graphical fidelity is not the 

aspect that makes a place believable, but rather its consistency and representation; where nothing 

feels out of place. A quotation from one of the interviews shows how expectations for immersion 

in VR games is dependent on more investment into the detail of interactions. The depth of 
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interaction in VR games is rife with opportunity but hasn’t been acted on in compelling ways 

according to this participant. 

 

“But now in this new iteration of VR, now, I need you to give me more. I want my 

if for example, if I'm playing a short fighting game, give me decapitations. Give me 

accurate hitboxes. Give me a good feel. And I feel VR games haven't done that yet.” 

Participant 9 discussing expectations for the feel of VR games. 

4.2.3 Precision in Control 

 The third theme to be discussed is the precision in player’s control. The concepts of 

precision and control in VR games affect a few aspects of the game experience. Player control is 

regarding the capability for players to move throughout the game world navigate and explore, as 

well as perform the tasks required by the various types of gameplay. The types of gameplay most 

often to be found in VR RPG’s may involve some form of combat with guns or melee weapons, 

some object interaction to discover and collect resources or equipment, and interaction with 

features of the world to progress the story, access new areas or solve puzzles. The necessity for 

precision, according to the players interviewed, is so that these controls, which often involve 

embodied actions, need to be accurately displayed in game so the player does not experience any 

disconnect between the action they perform in real life and what actually happens in the game. 

Generally, this simply requires accurate tracking, avoiding physics collision bugs, and designing 

interaction to take advantage of opportunity for embodied interaction. The concept of taking 

advantage of these opportunities is what leads to situations like the one a participant is explaining 

in the following quote.  

 

“Oh, wouldn't this be cool if I could? Oh, wow, it actually does that and look how 

much easier it is to use now. I think that's sort of the key to having that. The VR 

being super immersive is when your own sort of natural inclination turns out to 

work in the game and actually makes a better experience”   

- Participant 3 discussing intuitive controls. 

 

 In this quote, this participant is explaining how he has an idea to perform some action, 

without the knowledge as to whether that action interaction has been incorporated into the game. 
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Once he attempts said action, he may be pleasantly surprised that is this behavior was accounted 

for by the game developers and may be incorporated into the design such that gameplay becomes 

easier or more enjoyable once it has been discovered. However, in situations where developers 

have not incorporated said feature, the player may be slightly disappointed, and maybe discouraged 

from trying to discover other intuitive mechanics in the same game.   

4.2.4 Believability in the Story 

 The fourth theme to be discussed in the believability in the story. The concepts of 

believability and story are the aspects of game that can cause players to experience stronger 

feelings in response to how real a place or situation feels, and to empathize with the characters of 

the story. The story of a game is what creates intrigue for many players. A story hook, so it is 

called, is what can engage a player to the point of wanting to see the story to its end. The 

believability, again, does not necessarily mean the graphics of the game require photorealism. The 

believability relies on consistency and accurate representation which works even for games with 

stylized graphics. The believability of NPC’s is reliant on good voice acting, lip syncing and 

natural behavioral animation. Based on participants recounting their experiences with NPC’s, the 

opportunity to stand in front of them and have eye contact is more compelling than flat games, but 

also presents the opportunity to detect details or lack of them creating disbelief or an uncanny 

feeling of interacting with a robot. However, in cases where NPC’s are engaged in another activity 

allows NPC’s to effectively avoid one on one opportunities for judgement. Participants felt that 

making dialogue decisions in the traditional manner is unsatisfying and would be a good 

opportunity to utilize players’ microphone to enact their dialogue decisions. In the case of Half 

Life Alyx, a popular VR title that most of the participants felt was the best example of friendly 

NPC interaction, not only preoccupies its NPCs with an activity beyond the conversation, such as 

rummaging through things, but they also create some natural form of a blockade, removing the 

possibility for players to physically interact with the game’s friendly NPCs. While this method 

reduces opportunities for disappointment when player inevitably try to touch or interrupt these 

NPCs, as one participant noted, is a sort of cop out, when the game designers could have 

implemented more reactive animations and dialogue to appease the curious players that touch and 

interrupt these NPCs. NPC’s play a large role in communicating the story to the player. The NPCs 

or some form of narrator give the player objectives, or quests, thus making interaction with them 
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commonplace. However, this does not mean that the believability is all up to the NPCs, the story 

itself should be believable and motivating to the player so they feel the urgency to complete the 

given objectives. The story and objective believability rely not only on how convincing the NPCs 

play their roles, but how compelling the story is and that it makes sense for the world it takes place 

in. For games that are not story-driven, and take place in open worlds, there may be some story 

elements that clue players into what is taking place in that world, but the player gets to decide 

where they want to go and what they want to do. For all intents and purposes, the players create 

their own goals and play their own role, guided by curiosity and a desire for personal progression. 

For these reasons, the gameplay elements of character progression, engaging side quests and a 

world filled with opportunities become critical to the engagement of the player.  
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 DISCUSSION 

 The research question for this study asked, ‘What are players’ perspectives on the feeling 

of embodiment in story-driven VR games?’. The perception of embodiment for the participants of 

this study was that embodiment relies on the connection between what their body is doing to 

perform actions in the game, and what is shown in the game as a result of these actions. The 

connection relies on controls being intuitive, as simple and natural as possible so that players can 

discover what they can do by just trying. This connection for embodiment also relies on precision. 

Tracking the hands and head accurately is important, as they are the primary methods in which 

players can perceive and interact with the world. Despite many factors of interaction being missing 

in the virtual, such as the tactile sensations and the weight of objects, players can still feel 

embodied. But this feeling instead relies on visual and audio feedback so that disbelief can be 

sustained. Along the same lines, precise tasks may be more difficult when missing these tactile 

cues. In this case, players suggested the implementation of a margin of error, as a means of 

reducing frustration during these precise tasks. And as a final note about embodiment, participants 

put a lot of importance on the world itself. If the world is full of rich detail and interactivity, players, 

are motivated to explore it, and as a result find themselves embodied, curious while rummaging 

and peeking at everything detail in the scenes. These feelings of embodiment, enjoyment and 

immersion rely on a smooth interplay between freedom, detail, control and story. But there are 

many things that can easily detract from these feeling altogether which will be discussed further. 

 Several issues were brought up throughout the interviews. Some of these were shared by 

most others and some had more unique circumstances. The most inspiring suggestion to naturally 

arise in almost every participant was the opportunity to use their own microphone to act out 

dialogue decisions in story games. This carries no presumption to enable artificial communication, 

but rather an opportunity to act out their role by reading their dialogue decisions. While this 

suggestion is creative, it offers insight into the mentality of this sample of VR gamer’s and how 

they have grounded expectations for the capabilities of game studios.  The primary issues that were 

mentioned by most of the participants included locomotion, world detail, tracking or body control 

and NPC’s. Locomotion issues revolved around a lack of options due to the diverse preferences 

players have, with such diversity being presented by the participants of this study. Locomotion 

solutions will never be perfect, and players understand that, but they can also overcome this 
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limitation in order to improve the precise control of their character. These mechanics vary between 

games with methods ranging from the more common instant teleport and its variations to the 

smooth stick motion of traditional flat games, creating a greater issue in the standardization of the 

fundamental mechanic of movement. Players can get used to these mechanics and develop their 

own preferences that they want available in any VR game. Giving players the ability to toggle, 

adjust and customize locomotion mechanics will help retain players and improve their enjoyment 

and overall immersion in these games. The participants feedback about their locomotion 

experiences were surprising in that most players had long developed what is referred to as ‘VR 

legs’, or a tolerance to the motion sickness effects of vection based movement and as a result have 

a preference for the smooth stick movement used in traditional 3d games. The data shows that 

smooth-form locomotion is be accessible in any VR game that requires more than room-scale 

walking distance. The point of diversity in preference though, shows that players may want to mix 

and match their control options, and their preferences may change between games, but the settings 

of the game should let them.  

 The next most important issue stated by participants was the level of detail in the world. 

This does not only apply to the graphical fidelity of these worlds but the number of interactive 

elements, supporting backstory and clutter that make the virtual places feel real. These aspects of 

world building give players a sense of place to the worlds they visit. Graphical realism is not 

necessarily of importance, but lighting and shading help in satisfying the visual perception of the 

environment, sustaining disbelief. The backstory of worlds allows players to imagine the world 

that extends beyond what they can and interact with and gives purpose and context to the characters 

and stories told within these worlds. The amount of clutter, or lack of empty space give players 

plenty to look at and explore. Adding interactive details and physical objects to occupy the space 

engage players curiosity, entertaining them by allowing the freedom and motivation to explore.   

 Another prevalent issue that many participants expressed their concern toward was the 

precision and margin for error for various interaction control. The primary example used by 

participants about this idea to extend the margin for error, was in the reloading of a clip/magazine 

in their gun. In this example, the player does not simply press a button to reload, rather they must 

remove the empty clip, pull a full clip from some source, and insert the new clip into the gun. Due 

to an overcompensation into the realm of simulation, many VR games involving gunplay require 

a near perfect alignment of the clip and gun to perform such an action, much like it would in real 
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life. However, when missing all the tactile clues and instances of friction, this can be a much 

simpler task in real life. This type of issue makes some interaction tasks more frustrating than 

necessary, especially when ‘simulation’ is not something the player values. This issue is not only 

relevant to gun mechanics but was the example for the notion to provide a margin for error, making 

many tasks, where intention is clear, much more painless.  

 Along the same lines of precision in player controls, another issue that was mentioned by 

a few participants were issues with their character’s body model and instances where tracking 

errors occurred. The only concerns participants had about their player model were about the player 

hands feeling about the right size, and that their hands were covered or looked like their own hands. 

Having a body does not seem relevant, even whilst using body schema to equip weapons and 

access inventory. However, many games utilize a technique called Inverse Kinematics (IK) to 

estimate the position and orientation of the player’s limbs. According to participants, this doesn’t 

really improve immersion, but can largely disrupt immersion in situations where this estimation 

system fails. When tracking is lost or the IK system encounters a bug, the player’s limbs and body 

become massively distorted, causing distraction and disorientation to the player.  

 The overall most important things for players to feel embodiment and enjoyment from VR 

RPGs and story-driven games is in the ability to create a world worth being in and exploring, that 

enables the player to act within it, and to have gameplay and control that makes the player feel as 

if they are present. This game feel takes precedence over factors that are often valued in traditional 

games, such as good graphics. To take a quote from one of the interviews:  

 

“The presence, the gameplay, the mechanics, the feel of the game over how it looks, 

okay, because, you know, my brain fixes the fact that everything's blurry and 

pixelated very quickly if the rest of your game feels good.”  

- Participant 8 discussing game feel over graphical quality. 

 

 In this quote the participant is describing what is important to him about VR games. He 

explains that even in games that have poor graphics, with blurry textures or pixilation, if the game 

feels good, his brain can overcome the lack of detail and visual quality since the feeling of 

gameplay is accurate in every other way. Much like the issues and opportunities presented, 
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everything important to players has to do with the feel of control, the feeling that a place could 

exist, and the feeling that world acknowledges the players’ presence.  
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 CONCLUSIONS 

 The purpose of this study was to explore the experiences of VR gamers to identify problems 

and opportunities in the design of VR games. To do this, a group of individuals for the VR 

communities on Reddit were interviewed about their feelings and experiences with role-playing 

games in VR. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed via thematic analysis, resulting in the 

creation of themes. These themes included the freedom to explore, the depth in the world, precision 

in control, and believability to the story. Through these interviews, the concepts we use to 

understand immersion and perception of VR experiences, were explored with the gamers 

themselves. These conversations shed light on what players enjoy, what frustrates them, what 

immerses them and how it feels to play a wide variety role-playing VR games. Through these 

interviews, assumptions about interaction and engagement were confirmed and challenged, and 

novel ideas were uncovered. This qualitative research shows how much can be learned by just 

listening to what players have to say about their game experiences. These gamers have a wealth of 

knowledge, experiences and circumstances that provide golden information for VR game 

development. There is a lot still to be learned as both games and the people who play them evolve.  

 To summarize the takeaways from this study, the perception that players have toward 

embodiment and the enjoyment of these kinds of VR games is a desire for freedom to explore a 

world full of depth and to be captured by a story or be immersed in a believable place. These 

takeaways may be relevant to researchers and developers for virtual reality as well as providing 

some insight into the value that players of these games can have for progression the development 

and improvement of the industry. From interviewing these participants on their experiences, it is 

apparent that much of NPC interaction is lacking and leaves players wanting more. Their attitudes 

toward NPC interaction are to have low expectations. However, the feelings of immersion and 

enjoyment were abundant. These feelings were full of experiences of joy and disbelief as players 

embodied swordfighters and detectives, becoming engrossed more than you could in a storybook, 

exploring a world full of detail. The biggest problem affecting users is the issue of locomotion. 

While a perfect solution may never be available, it is quite clear from this study that players have 

many differing opinions and preferences when it comes to locomotion. Teleporting and sliding on 

a scooter seem to be acceptable for now from most participants, but these methods will never 

contribute much benefit to the embodied experience. The cases in which this problem is reduced 
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take place in a seated position of a cockpit for instance, where locomotion is no longer utilized. 

The primary themes discovered from collecting and analyzing this data include freedom, depth, 

precision, and believability.  

 For the greater application of VR, user’s will always have to overcome the adaptation to 

sensorimotor contingencies in order to fulfill their place illusion due to the various limitations 

presented in this paper. But there is untapped potential in the creation of plausibility of virtual 

characters and virtual environments as well as creating more embodied intuitive interaction for 

players and the worlds themselves. Despite realism not being a primary concern, the perception of 

plausibility, while difficult to attain and even harder to maintain, can result in the most profound 

experiences. Effort focused toward attaining/maintaining this illusion of plausibility could be the 

most important topic of future research. We must go beyond how we make sense of the world, and 

translate what we know into being world builders, and instituting the dynamic relationships of 

reality in order to make believable virtual experiences. As researchers, the primary takeaway is to 

see the value and knowledge that can be found in the gaming community. As everyone interviewed 

in this study showed just how passionate they are about VR and game development, collecting 

data was as simple as asking them to talk. As developers, the main takeaway should be to listen to 

the feedback from players, and to take their feedback seriously. The quality of games will always 

improve them more that every gamer’s situation is accounted for and as much knowledge from 

them is understood so that games created are more enjoyable and immersive. As gamers, the 

takeaway is that you should participate in your gaming community, share your experiences, and 

provide as much feedback as you can since your voice can be heard, and the feedback you provide 

will lead to better games and experiences in the future.  

 Regarding future work, this study was a first step into understanding gamers’ perception 

of embodiment and immersion in VR RPGs. Through this research, it has become clear how 

enthusiastic gaming communities like those found on reddit are about VR and other game 

development. Their participation showed how much detailed information and feedback can be 

collected about a variety of topics and experiences. The many situations and limitations that 

gamers must deal with are almost invisible until the are presented. Future work should explore 

other genres of VR games like multiplayer games, which have immersion relying on the interaction 

between players, and the visualization of body language. If this study were to be conducted again, 

more time would be spent finding every relevant detail recounted by the participants.   
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TABLES  

Table 1.  Participant Response on Experiences 

Participant 
 

Favorite  Enjoy Aspect Embodied Excitement Frustration 

1 
 

Pavlov World interaction 
Physics, props 
Operating guns 
Stage play 

World building 
Seamless scenes 

Yes if hands are 
covered or seem like 
mine 

Lots of interactivity 
Good gun mechanics 

Not enough interactivity 

2 
 

Lone Echo Movement and story 
and puzzles 

Immersion 
Interactive objects 
 

Yes, navigate and 
reaction 
IK helps  

Controls, good level 
design 

Sickening locomotion, 
invisible walls 

3 
 

Skyrim 
Farpoint 

Exploration 
Familiarity 

Immersion 
Sense of place 

Yes, sense of body, 
excluding locomotion 

Sense Scale 
Swat team with paintball 
instincts 
Escape VR game room 

PSVR Tracking issues 

4 
 

Alyx Exploring and getting 
immersed 

w/ gameplay 

Immersed 
Gameplay and world 

Yes, tracked hands 
does it 
world 

World that is pretty and 
immersive 
Enable 

Expectations falling flat, 
failed interaction that 
breaks immersion 
Resolving physics issues 

5 
 

Alyx exploring, reading 
shooting, reload, 
puzzle  

World worth 
exploring 

Based on immersion, 
accurate tracking 

Believable graphics, 
Interact with everything, 
sneaking 

Not being able to jump the 
expected way, game 
forced player to use 
teleport to jump 

6 
 

Subnautica / 
Skyrim 

Character Interaction 
*physical* 
Margin for error 

Freedom, significant 
story, hand 
mechanics 

At first but not much 
anymore, helps with 
margin for error 

Combat systems and 
exploration are done 
well 

Everything else is lacking 
in RPG 
Story not compelling, no 
set up, just in the middle 
of the action 

7 
 

Under 
Presents / S&S 
/ B&S 

Following/defying 
story 
Throwing people 

Immersive content 
 

Depends, completely 
or not at all 

I sufficiently know what 
to expect without 
spoiling myself on games 
I purchase 

Didn’t expect Alyx to be a 
horror game, games that 
trigger my fear or shock 

8 
 

NMS / Skyrim 
Vengeful 
Rights 

Depends on world 
Explore find secrets 
Combat and looting 
Gameplay loop  

Controls designed 
to be consistent with 
reality 

Yes as long as 
controls are intuitive 
and utilize 
affordances 

Presense, gameplay, 
mechanics and feel of 
the game even if the 
graphics are blurry or 
pixelated 

Anything that prevents 
me from using my body 
how I am supposed to 

9 
 

Alyx / 
Squadrons / 
S&S 

Nostalgia 
experience new world, 
voice acting, story 
presentation 

Voice acting and 
animations, 
Believable npcs 

Depends, if senses 
are convinced by 
what is presented  

Intuitive control 
‘wow’ graphics 
Rich experience 
 

Bad controls, lackluster 
depth 
Poor graphics 

10 
 

VR Dungeon 
Knight / Alyx 

Franchise 
Lightweight 
Character 
development 
 

Repetitive actions 
fun  
Variation, 
Impactful decisions 
Gameplay tied to the 
story 

Yes very much, Hand 
interaction 
body inventory 

Character Progression 
Smooth framerate 
 
 

Resource constraint 

11 
 

Blade and 
Sorcery and I 
Expect you to 
Die 

Scenery 
interactivity 

Immersion, 
Physics, combat AI, 
Jump button 

Yes, when done well, 
intuitive control, 
Play space, too short 

Graphics shaders 
lighting controls and 
new mechanics 
Compelling story 

Locomotion especially 
teleport try to ‘get the 
right angle’, plot can be 
frustrating, feeling lost 

12 
 

Elite 
Dangerous 

Good graphics, 
exploration, immersing 
self into a virtual world 

Story hook, 
character’s 
perspective 
Texture quality 

Yes greatly, enhances 
Immerse self 

players have actual 
bodies 
 
desire games with 
higher maturity level, 
mess with mind 

Basic Bubble avatars in a 
sophisticated world, takes 
away from an immersive 
world 
Camera bugs 
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Table 2.  Participant Response on Expectations 

Participant NPCs Believability Acting Type Preferences Factors in Immersion 

1 
 

Not human but better than desktop, 
use speech recognition 

Yes, sometimes, when immersed Gunplay, physics, 
social games 

Being able to move the way I want to, 
body tracking accuracy, static objects 
causing false affordance 

2 
 

Not yet, Lone Echo allows you to talk, 
normally NPC’s stare eerily, basic 
reaction response, Leaves wanting, 
speech recognition 

First I try to listen and learn plot, act 
accordingly and cautious because ‘I 
don’t want die’, later on, I hold 
looser and play arcadey 

Simulation 
Creative software 
Single player 
adventures 
Story games 

Visual like lighting 
Appropriate audio, Audio feedback from 
interaction 

3 
 

Don’t play VR for NPC interaction 
Repetitive lines, cool to see them in 
blood and truth, seeing villain up close 

Yes definitely have to, want to 
experience what was intended, 
within parameters 

Slow motion 
Good smooth graphics 

Intuitive controls 
Option to act outside expectation 
Consideration for creative problem 
solving, fluid  
Seeing in the game exactly what you are 
doing in real life 

4 
 

Depends 
Never natural 
You cant talk to them, mimicking real 
life, same as flat but pick up on nuance 

Yes, world establish role and I don’t 
try to break them, I mimic a real 
motion without trying to cheat the 
action 

Gunplay, works better 
in VR, the polish and 
world building, 
storytelling 

World and ways you can interact with it, 
detail to discover 

5 Yes in Alyx, when characters expect 
and greet you naturally, interact 
ragdoll on npc that physically react 

Yes usually, but sometimes I see 
what I can get away with, most of 
the time I act it out as if I am in the 
game and feel more immersed as a 
result 

Shooters or 
exploration games, see 
what worlds you can 
get immersed in and 
explore, looking 
around on my own  

Believable character, as long as graphics 
don’t seem out of place, audio is very 
important, story less important as long as 
it isn’t out of place, more options is better 
for controls, like movement in the 
direction I am looking 

6 
 

No, only one example where they 
were natural and you could physically 
interact, understand it is too much 
work for physical, but generally there 
is barely even dialogue, games avoid 
player getting too close to NPCs, Alyx 

Usually suspend disbelief and play 
within game limitations, its quite 
easy unless there is a glaring issue 

Because character 
interaction is lacking 
exploration is my go to 
Anything big in VR is 
cool, scale, if you put 
people in VR they just 
look around way more 

No HUD elements, I don’t like comically 
large weapons, unrealistic scale accuracy, 
sometimes hands feel way too big, 
suggest issues with designing for short or 
different sized players 
Believable and complicated background 
audio 

7 
 

Depends on the kind of interaction, 
S&S interaction system is really nice, 
they actually speak lines and have 
dialogue gestures and make eye 
contact, not like human but best you 
can get in a game, want to use mic 

Yes, if my character responds to 
touching an object, I act out recoil, 
low stamina I move slower to keep 
pace of the game, acting out the 
game situation, you know you are in 
a simulation but just play along 

I will play just about 
anything, acting, social 
games, adventure and 
rhythm games 

Good graphics on high settings is very 
immersive and playing wirelessly 
Interactions and story 

8 
 

Yes compared to flat games, talking 
with them feels wooden but watching 
them go about their day feels really 
lively 

I think I do, I got VR because I want 
to, at least to a certain level, like 
leaning with a controller in a driving 
game 
I want to act out things if possible 
where flat games would have a 
button 

Sword and board 
games 
Shooting games 
Games that don’t try 
too hard to simulate 
perfectly 
 

Having to work for things, being able to 
and expected to do ‘act out’ things 
Control consistency between games, 
standardizing things like ability to throw 
When game act as if your character 
actually exists in the world 

9 
 

No we are not there yet, its not natural 
yet, it feels better in 1st person, 
animations are not perfect 
You know it’s a game 
Voice recognition, reading lines using 
mic 

1st time play by the rules 
Adapt mental state to the rules 
After that no limits 
Unexpected physics interaction 
take you out of immersion 

Flying and fast moving 
games 
Give me a rush 
Thrills in a VR game 

Writing animations characters interact 
ability of the environment and 
smoothness of the controls 

10 
 

Yes in Alyx,  
Nonstatic 
Preoccupied 
Natural 
Can’t treat them as human 

Causal effect of not being bored 
enjoying what you are meant to be 
doing 

Swordplay, solving 
puzzles, shooters, all of 
them, anything that 
makes you 
superhuman 

Audio, sound is pivotal to make 
environment natural, physicality, moving 
my body and things happen match 
expectation then my immersion 
escalates, scale of world and physics being 
accurate, if they are off I notice 

11 
 

Yes, conversation selection in S&S was 
fine 
Can’t wait to use mic 

Yes typically and coordinates play 
space to enable natural walking 

Combat , pvp and pve 
swordplay 

Locomotion and graphics, physics, body 
tracking errors not getting in the way but 
having physical interaction with objects 

12 
 

No, usually because NPC doesn’t track 
player well, Body doesn’t face player, 
want more throwaway lines 

Yes but at first I test new areas to 
test it, then continue within 
limitations 

Puzzles, Exploration, 
Open world, Scifi, 
Horror, Space  

Personal immersion 
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APPENDIX 

Semi-Structured Interview Questions 

 

TOPIC: Narrative VR Game Experiences 

1. Lead: Tell me about the last VR RPG you played. Why did you buy it, and what do you 

enjoy about it? 

2. Lead: Can you walk me through your most recent VR gaming session? 

 Backup: What do enjoy doing most in VR RPG’s or story-driven games? Ex, shooting, 

puzzles 

 Potential Follow-up: The first time you play a new game, what are the first things you do 

to familiarize yourself with the world? Observe surrounding, move around, grab things, 

human nature 

 Follow-up: What is the most important aspect for you in a role-playing or story-driven 

VR game?  

3. Lead: Can you tell me what it is like to control your character? What guides your actions? 

Ex. Follow cues, follow narrator/NPC, explore until you find the right path 

 Backup: Do you get a sense of embodiment when controlling your character? Ex. Feeling 

there, naturally using body to perform actions 

Example fear in horror games, being surrounded, example don’t sacrifice immersion for 

convenience, traditional interfacing 

 

TOPIC: Narrative VR Game Expectations 

4. Lead: When you play a new role-playing VR game, what aspects of the gameplay 

(graphics, controls, plot…) either excite or frustrate you the most? Example, 

realism/lighting/details, limitation of spatial movement, design of a task, story guides 

should be natural, hints/feedback from environment, NPCS 

5. Follow-up: Do you find interaction with NPCS natural/believable, why or why not? 

Example, clipping through NPC, lack of reactivity, eye contact 
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6. Follow-up: Do you typically act in accordance with gameplay limitations to maintain 

your immersion? Ex. Playing the game as intended, and performing your role, or 

breaking the game and pushing boundaries  

 Backup: Describe your favorite types of VR games. Can you list some examples? 

Examples, Swordplay, solving puzzles 

 What would make the perfect VR RPG or story-driven game for you? Ex. No hardware 

or software limitations, interaction capabilities and immersive details rich interaction 

system, hand instead of controller 

 Follow-up: What are the most satisfying interactions from these game worlds? Pouring a 

cup of tea, physics objects, shooting 

 

TOPIC: Narrative VR Game Feelings 

7. Lead: Are there any VR games in which you felt immersed by the story or atmosphere? 

 Backup: Can you describe a recent narrative game experience where you felt immersed? 

 Follow-up: What factors influence your immersion in VR RPGs? Ex. Graphics, spatial 

audio, story, not sacrificing immersion for convenience 

8. Lead: Have you ever felt a strong emotional response to some aspect of the game, such as 

fear, shock, joy or frustration? Ex horror game, feeling trapped 

 Follow-up: Can you describe a moment in which you felt a high level of immersion? Ex 

most compelling moment, Half Life elevator scene  

 

 


